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In this paper, we continue exploring the consequences of the general equation of motion (EOM)
governing all Lagrangian perturbations n about a time-dependent, ideal magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) configuration, which includes self-gravity, external gravity, pressure gradients, compress-
ibility, inertial effects, and anisotropic Lorentz force. We here address the specific case of MHD
stability for 3D stationary equilibria, where the perturbed EOM features a symmetric operator F
and an antisymmetric Doppler-Coriolis operator v  r. For this case, we state and prove the general
properties for the solutions n of the governing dynamical system. For axisymmetric perturbations
about axisymmetric equilibria with purely toroidal, or purely poloidal magnetic fields, specific sta-
bility theorems can be formulated. We derive a useful integral expression for the quadratic quantity
given by the inner product hn;F½ni. For deriving stability statements on MHD states where self-
gravity is involved as well, we provide an upper bound on the perturbed self-gravitational energy
associated with the displacement n. The resulting expression elucidates the role of potentially stabi-
lizing versus destabilizing contributions and shows the role of gravity, entropy gradients, velocity
shear, currents, Lorentz forces, inertia, and pressure gradients in offering many routes to unstable
behavior in flowing gases and plasmas. These have historically mostly been studied for static v ¼ 0
configurations, looking at stability of exactly force-balanced states, or by assuming stationarity
similar to our approach here (i.e., @t  0 for the state we perturb), but typically in combination
with some reduced dimensionality on the configuration of interest (translational or axisymmetry).
We show that in these limits, we find and generalize expressions well-known from, e.g., the
study of ideal MHD stability of tokamak plasmas or from Schwarzschild’s criteria controlling
convection in hydrodynamic, (external) gravitating systems. When applied to stationary, axisym-
metric configurations in motion, we can use our upper bound to derive a sufficient stability crite-
rion for perturbations of arbitrary azimuthal mode number m used in nðrÞ ¼ gðr; zÞ expðimuÞ.
Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4971812]
I. INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper,1 we pointed out the generality of
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) spectroscopy, i.e., the effort
to categorize all normal mode solutions for the Lagrangian
displacement field nðr; tÞ / expðixtÞ, when given a
completely general ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
configuration as described by its instantaneous density, pres-
sure (or entropy), velocity, and magnetic field vector in the
MHD state ðqðr; tÞ; pðr; tÞ; vðr; tÞ;Bðr; tÞÞ. This MHD state
represents a given solution of the full set of nonlinear, time-
dependent MHD equations allowing for both external (poten-
tial Uext) and self-gravity (potential Uint), extracted at an
arbitrary time t from a real evolution happening on a specific
domain with appropriate boundary conditions, or on the
entire 3-space. For the time-reversible, ideal MHD system,
the spatio-temporal variation of the components of this
MHD state vector encodes that they jointly obey entropy
advection (written using the variable S ¼ pqc where c is the
ratio of specific heats), conservation of mass, Faraday’s law,
Newton’s and Poisson’s law (with gravitational constant G),
and the monopole constraint, written as
d
dt
S ¼ 0; d
dt
q ¼ qr  v; @B
@t
¼ r v Bð Þ;
q
dv
dt
¼ rpþ 1
l0
B  rBr B
2
2l0
 !
 qr Uext þ Uintð Þ;
r2Uint ¼ 4pGq; r  B ¼ 0: (1)
These equations feature the Lagrangian derivative ddt ¼ @tþ v  r. Our previous paper1 attempted to bring together
insights gathered in seemingly separately progressing
research fields where MHD stability is of particular interest:
the study of laboratory fusion (mostly tokamak) plasmas on
one hand, along with the study of (self-)gravitating, differen-
tially rotating plasma states encountered in astrophysics on
the other hand. We pointed out that both research fields,
since the 1960s, employ a formalism for linear stability that
in essence looks at Lagrangian displacement fields n which
obey a linearized equation of motion (EOM) expressed as
d2n
dt2
¼ G n½ : (2)
The most striking property of this EOM is that the operator
G can be written purely based on the instantaneous density,
pressure, and magnetic field configuration, ðqðr; tÞ; pðr; tÞ;
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Bðr; tÞÞ, and is for all arbitrary times t, a self-adjoint opera-
tor. This operator relates to the Frieman-Rotenberg formal-
ism,2 which governs the stability of stationary MHD
configurations, and unifies early work done in fusion as well
as astrophysical contexts.3–5
Obviously, most MHD spectroscopic efforts to date—
which encompasses all results relating to unmagnetized, gas
dynamic evolutions governed by the Euler equations,
extended with (self-)gravity—have diagnosed stability for at
most stationary equilibria (i.e., @t ¼ 0 for the equilibrium
quantities, but still obeying the full nonlinear MHD equa-
tions). In this paper, we will therefore also adopt this
assumption, and we aim to formulate results on MHD stabil-
ity that connect and possibly generalize several of the many
earlier findings. This paper is then organized as follows: in
Section II, we briefly recall especially those findings relevant
for stationary equilibrium states, and we formulate a theorem
that directly applies to the dynamical system that governs the
spatio-temporal evolution of n. In Section III, we prove a
general finding on the perturbational energy associated with
n. We proceed in Section IV to relate the theory to selected,
previously known variational principles for stationary, axi-
symmetric configurations. Section V will concentrate on
rewriting the quadratic expression hn;F½ni in a form useful
for deriving stability criteria. The remainder of the paper
will then (1) make contact with selected results throughout
the literature, by studying its consequences in various limit-
ing cases; and (2) formulate a general stability result for axi-
symmetric, stationary configurations.
II. LAGRANGIAN DISPLACEMENTS: GENERAL
THEORY
A. General definitions
We recall from our previous paper1 (and references
therein) that the Lagrangian displacement field n actually
quantifies the instantaneous difference in the positions r and
r0 attained by two different MHD states ðqðr; tÞ; pðr; tÞ;
vðr; tÞ;Bðr; tÞÞ and ðq0ðr; tÞ; p0ðr; tÞ; v0ðr; tÞ;B0ðr; tÞÞ that
started off at an earlier reference time with exactly the same
density, pressure, and magnetic field topology. Indeed, the
positions r and r0 correspond to the intersections of (a) the
worldlines (in 3þ1 spacetime) of an arbitrary fluid parcel
selected from the shared initial condition, with (b) the fixed
time coordinate hyperplane, and this for the two differently
evolving MHD states. We found that all Lagrangian displace-
ment fields that allow for this interpretation necessarily obey
the linear EOM given by Eq. (2). In general, the EOM results
from considering the consequence of a principle of least
action, i.e., a stationary point for the action
S ¼
ð ð
Ld3rdt; (3)
where the integrand over space-time evaluates the
Lagrangian density
L ¼ q 1
2
v2  1
2
Uint  Uext  e
 
: (4)
In this Lagrangian density, we recognize the kinetic energy
contribution, the potential energy related to self-gravity (dvdt¼ rUint in Newton’s law) and external gravity (dvdt¼rUext
in Newton’s law), along with the specific energy
e ¼ e S; q1
 
þ B
2
2l0q
¼ e S; q1
 
þ v2A=2; (5)
with the usual Alfven speed vA ¼ B= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃl0qp , appearing in a
term added to the specific energy e ¼ N
2
kBT
lmp
¼ N
2
R
l T ¼ N2 pq.
We thus adopt an ideal gas law with N degrees of freedom
per particle such that c ¼ 1þ 2=N, along with the usual
meanings for constants like vacuum permeability l0,
Boltzmann constant kB, proton mass mp, gas constant R, and
mean molecular weight l.
B. Perturbed EOM about stationary MHD states
The linear EOM follows from evaluating the action for
the perturbed flow as in
S0 ¼
ð ð
1
2
v02  1
2
U0int  U0ext  e0
 
r0; tð Þq0 r0; tð Þd3r0dt
¼
ð ð
L0 ni;
@ni
@rj
;
@ni
@t
 
d3rdt; (6)
whereL0 is the original Lagrangian density but now evaluated
for the displaced flow, and the second line has already changed
variables used for the spatial integration. The variation will be
done over n and its derivatives, and the algebra proceeds by
expanding L0 to second order in n and its spatial derivatives
(i.e., truncating to ~L½ni; @jni; @tni), and using the Euler-
Lagrange equations to find the stationary point for the action
S0. The zeroth order terms disappear since they express the
equation of motion (Newton’s law) for the state vector quanti-
ties themselves, while the first order part is found to be (for a
detailed derivation see our previous paper1 and Refs. 3 and 4)
@2t nþ 2ðv  rÞ@tn ¼F½n ¼ G½n  ðv  rÞ2n: (7)
Note that in Eq. (7), we specified Eq. (2) to stationary MHD
states, i.e., time-independent (i.e., @t  0) solutions of the
full set of equations (1), and can be applied to 1D (e.g.,
cylindrical), 2D (e.g., with axisymmetric or translational
symmetry), or true 3D states. The instantaneous state den-
sity, pressure, and magnetic field configuration define the
self-adjoint operator G through
qG nð Þ ¼ r c 1ð Þpþ B
2
2l0
 !
r  n
" #
þrn  r pþ B
2
2l0
 !
þ pþ B
2
2l0
" #
r r  nð Þ
þ 1
l0
B  rð Þ B  rð Þn r  nð ÞB 
 1
l0
r B  B  rð Þn
  
q n  rð Þr Uext þ Uintð Þ  qrdUint;n: (8)
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The term Uint;nðrÞ ¼
Ð
d3xGr  ðqnÞ=jr xj, and this
expression is to be complemented by
r2dUint;n ¼ 4pGr  ðqnÞ: (9)
The self-adjointness of G relates to the usual definition for
the inner product between two displacement fields n and g
written as
hg; ni ¼
ð
qðg  nÞdV; (10)
which is an integral over the total plasma volume (which can
be the entire 3-space). This introduces a norm through
jjnjj2 ¼ hn; ni. Note that the density q appears as weighting
function, and that we wrote the complex conjugate as g,
although actual Lagrangian displacement fields are real by
definition since they quantify position differences r0  r. For
this inner product and the particular situation of a 3D, sta-
tionary MHD state, the Doppler-Coriolis operator v  r is an
antisymmetric operator, making alsoF self-adjoint.
It is also common to exploit expressions for flow quanti-
ties that compare the two states ðqðr; tÞ; pðr; tÞ; vðr; tÞ;
Bðr; tÞÞ and ðq0ðr; tÞ; p0ðr; tÞ; v0ðr; tÞ;B0ðr; tÞÞ that are sepa-
rated by the Lagrangian displacement field n, but do this com-
parison not between the positions r0 and r that are seperated
by n, but rather compare quantities in the two states on fixed
locations. In practice, this introduces local flow quantities like
dq, measuring the difference between q0ðr; tÞ and qðr; tÞ,
which each connects in spacetime views to typically different
initial fluid parcels (as opposed to the n itself, which quantifies
the spatial separation achieved between two worldlines that
start on the same fluid parcel at the reference time). We recall
that they can be written for density, entropy (with s / ln S),
velocity, and magnetic field as
dq ¼ r  ðqnÞ; (11)
ds ¼ n  rs; (12)
dv ¼ @tnþ v  rn ðn  rÞv; (13)
dB ¼ r ðn BÞ: (14)
We can also quantify this for pressure and total pressure,
through
dp ¼ cpðr  nÞ  n  rp; (15)
dP ¼ dpþ 1
l0
B  dB: (16)
These quantities obey the linearized versions of our governing
ideal MHD equations. When we use these local differences
between states connected by a Lagrangian displacement field,
we find that the governing EOM is also identifiable with
@2t nþ 2 v  rð Þ@tn
¼ d dv
dt
 
 v  rð Þ2nþ n  rð Þ v  r½ vð Þ
¼ d rp
q
þrU 1
l0q
r Bð Þ  B
 
 v  rð Þ2nþ n  rð Þ v  r½ vð Þ: (17)
The gravitational potential in this latter expression is
U ¼ Uint þ Uext, and the Lorentz force is Fm ¼ ðr  BÞ
B=l0. This Eq. (17) is directly connected to earlier analy-
sis by Lynden-Bell and Ostriker,5 when we recast it (using
the stationarity such that v  r½ v ¼ rpq rUþ Fmq ) as
d2n
dt2
¼ dþ n  rð Þ rp
q
rUþ Fm
q
	 

; (18)
and recognize the left hand side term as the acceleration.
Turning to a rotating reference frame, we then get their
Equation (17), where the acceleration rewrites to account for
the uniform rotation with angular velocity vector X as
d2n
dt2
þ 2X dn
dt
þX X nð Þ
¼ dþ n  rð Þ rp
q
rUþ Fm
q
	 

: (19)
In our first paper,1 we also mentioned a generalization to
allow for local perturbations as follows
ds ¼ n  rsþ Ds; (20)
dB ¼ r ðn BÞ þ DB: (21)
The additional magnetic displacement DB represents an arbi-
trary function, which evolves according to the induction
equation with the unperturbed flow v as in
@tDB ¼ r ðv DBÞ: (22)
Similarly, the entropy displacement Dsðr; tÞ must obey
d
dtDs ¼ 0. In such a generalized case, we can write for the
case of a stationary equilibrium, the extended EOM as
q @2t ni þ 2v  r@tni
 
¼ q F n½ ð Þi  @i
@p
@s
 
q
Dsþ 1
2l0
B  DB
 !
þ 1
l0
DBj@jBi þ Bj@jDBi
 
; (23)
which is a dynamical system of the form @2t nðtÞ þ 2 ~A@tnðtÞ
¼ ~SnðtÞ þ f ðtÞ with the effect of the magnetic and entropy
displacements contained in a kind of driving term f ðtÞ and
where ~S (i.e., our operator F) is symmetric and ~A (i.e.,
v  r) is antisymmetric. This generalization is relevant when
wanting to consider magnetic field perturbations about an
unmagnetized state vector.
C. Solution properties of the governing dynamical
system
We can formulate the following theorem in connection
with general dynamical systems of the form x00ðtÞ þ 2 ~Ax0ðtÞ
¼ ~SxðtÞ þ f ðtÞ, collecting properties of the solutions of the
(modified) EOM, along with statements on its spectrum.6
Theorem 1. Let H be a complex inner product space,
~S : H ! H a symmetric operator and ~A : H ! H an anti-
symmetric operator. Let f ðtÞ 2 H be a smooth function.
Consider the dynamical system
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x00ðtÞ þ 2 ~Ax0ðtÞ ¼ ~SxðtÞ þ f ðtÞ: (24)
Then, we have the following:
(1) The energy Ex ¼ hx0ðtÞ; x0ðtÞi  hxðtÞ; ~SxðtÞi  2Re
P1
n¼0
ð1Þnhf ðnÞðtÞ; xðnÞðtÞi is a conserved quantity. Here,
for n  0 the notation f ðnÞðtÞ is used for the n-th time
derivative of f(t) and the notation xðnÞðtÞ is used for the
function which satisfies xðnÞð0Þ ¼ 0 and ddt xðnÞðtÞ
¼ xðnþ1ÞðtÞ.
In the case where the driver f ðtÞ  f is time-
independent, this energy simplifies to
Ex ¼ hx0ðtÞ; x0ðtÞi  hxðtÞ; ~SxðtÞi  2Rehf ; xðtÞi :
(2) If ~S is negative semidefinite, i.e., 8x 2 H: hx; ~Sxi 	 0,
and there is no driver f  0, then for any solution y(t) of
Eq. (24) with energy Ey we have hy0ðtÞ; y0ðtÞi 	 Ey.
(3) If ~S is uniformly negative definite, i.e., 9k > 0 : 8x 2 H:
hx; ~Sxi 	 k2hx; xi, and f ðtÞ  f is time-independent,
then for any solution y(t) of Eq. (24) with energy Ey we
have hy0ðtÞ;y0ðtÞi	Eyþjjf jj
2
k2
and jjyðtÞjj	 jjf jj
2þk2Eyð Þ12þjjf jj
k2
.
(4) If ~A ¼ 0  f and if ~S is not negative semidefinite, i.e.,
9x 2 H: hx; ~Sxi ¼ c2hx; xi for some c > 0, then there
exists a solution y(t) of Eq. (24) which satisfies
hyðtÞ; yðtÞi  hyð0Þ; yð0Þi expð2ctÞ; (25)
and
hy0ðtÞ; y0ðtÞi  c2hyð0Þ; yð0Þi expð2ctÞ: (26)
So this solution either diverges in finite time or grows
unbounded.
(5) If ~A ¼ 0, then the spectrum r of the homogeneous ver-
sion (f  0) of the dynamical system Eq. (24), i.e.,
r ¼ fk 2Cjk2I ~S has dense rangeþ bounded inverse:gc;
(27)
is contained in the union of the real and imaginary axes.
(6) If ~A ¼ 0 and f ðtÞ  f ¼ aþ b where a 2 ker ~S and
b 2 ðker ~SÞ?, then the general solution of (24) is given
by
x tð Þ ¼ r þ stþ at
2
2
þ z tð Þ; (28)
where r; s 2 ker ~S and zðtÞ? ker ~S is a solution of
z00ðtÞ ¼ ~SzðtÞ þ b. So if either a or s is nonzero, this solu-
tion grows unbounded in the sense that
jjx tð Þjj2 ¼

r þ stþ at22

2 þ jjz tð Þjj2  r þ stþ at22



2:
(29)
jjx0ðtÞjj2 ¼ jjsþ atjj2 þ jjz0ðtÞjj2  jjsþ atjj2: (30)
The proof of this theorem is provided in the Appendix.
This theorem tells us in various ways that dynamical systems
of the form (24) are stable if the driving force ~S is negative-
semidefinite or preferably even uniformly negative definite.
Under stricter circumstances (when ~A is zero, the operator
which for our purposes will always correspond to the
Doppler-Coriolis term ~Ax0  ðv  rÞ@tn), there is also a con-
verse saying that ~S being not negative-semidefinite implies
that the dynamical system is exponentially unstable. Note
that the first three statements of this theorem are relevant for
the full system under study here, relating to the generalized
EOM for Lagrangian displacement fields about a stationary
MHD state as given by Eq. (23). The latter three statements
relate to the special case when we happen to have a static
equilibrium configuration where v ¼ 0 and thus have no
Doppler-Coriolis operator to deal with. That case is exten-
sively studied for Grad-Shafranov (balancing pressure gradi-
ent and Lorentz forces) equilibria for decades. E.g.,
statement (5) expresses the known fact that the spectrum of a
static MHD state when writing n / expðixtÞ is completely
found on the real and imaginary axes of the complex x
plane, due to the self-adjointness of the standard force
operator.
It is perhaps useful to especially restate the first and
third aspect of the theorem for the case without the extra
entropic or magnetic displacements, i.e., for the general case
of a stationary MHD state and a purely Lagrangian displace-
ment field, governed by its EOM as in Eq. (7) or its equiva-
lent expression in Eq. (17). Indeed, the first item of this
theorem gives us a powerful statement, namely, we find that
for any solution nðr; tÞ, we have a conserved energy quantity
being
En ¼ h@tn; @tni  hn;F½ni: (31)
This is a well-known result and expresses the fact that the
Hamiltonian of the perturbations is conserved.7 Furthermore,
the third item of this theorem states that if we can find a real
number k such that all our solutions obey
hn;F½ni 	 k2hn; ni; (32)
then we can be sure of the following bounds
K n½   h@tn; @tni 	 En
I n½ ð Þ12  hn; ni12 	
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
En
k2
r
: (33)
Hence, then all our solutions would have a finite, or bounded
kinetic energy content K½n, and remain square integrable (or
have a finite squared norm I½n) at all times. Note that for
actual normal mode solutions, having a bounded norm or
having a bounded kinetic energy are very similar statements,
since then K ¼ jxj2I. We further recall7 that in a normal
mode analysis, one can use the governing equation (7) to for-
mally get a quadratic equation for the (possibly complex)
eigenvalues x and their eigenfunctions n. This is done by
dotting Eq. (7) with n and integrating according to the
weighted inner product rule from Eq. (10). This gives an
expression of the form x2I½n þ 2xV½n þW½n ¼ 0, where
V ¼ Ð qn  ½iðv  rÞn dV and W ¼ hn;F½ni. Since v  r is
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antisymmetric and our displacement fields are real, ½iðv  rÞ
is a symmetric operator, just like F, making all coefficients
I, V, and W real-valued.8 The solutions to this equation show
that normal modes divide in stable waves where x is purely
real, and instabilities of the form x ¼ rþ i with  6¼ 0.
The exponentially growing instabilities are such that the
increase in kinetic energy balances the decrease in potential
energy to keep the constant En ¼ 0 ¼ K W. It is also
known that the sign of the potential energy term given by
hn;F½ni alone does not determine necessary, nor sufficient
conditions for (in)stability. These insights on how normal
mode eigenvalue-eigenfunction pairs (at least those discrete
modes with a bounded norm I½n) must obey these energy
considerations have led to the introduction of the spectral
web,9–11 as a convenient means to locate the eigenvalues of
stationary MHD states in the complex plane. This can be
done for any stationary MHD state, although it has thus
far been implemented and showcased for essentially
one-dimensional equilibrium states (e.g., shear flow and
sheared magnetic field in planar stratified slab configura-
tions, or first extensions to cylindrical configurations) only.
III. PERTURBATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION
In this section and throughout the remainder of this
paper, we will consider the case without driving terms due to
extra entropic or magnetic displacement terms introduced in
Eqs. (20)–(21). When the MHD state is stationary, all coeffi-
cients e, U, … that appear in the actual expression for the
Lagrangian densityL0 in Equation (6) are time-independent.
This then also applies to the related ~L½ni; @jni; @tni, which
follows by only considering terms which are at most second
order in n and @n, and which led to the perturbed EOM. For
such “time-invariant” field theories, there is a conserved sca-
lar which can be thought of as energy. This Lagrangian per-
turbational energy scalar is given by @tn
i @ ~L
@ @tn
ið Þ  ~L and we
can show its conservation as
@t @tn
i @ ~L
@ @tn
i
  ~L
 !
¼ @2t ni
@ ~L
@ @tn
i
 þ @tni@t @ ~L
@ @tn
i
  @2t ni @ ~L
@ @tn
i
  @t@jni @ ~L
@ @jn
i
  @tni @ ~L
@ni
 @
~L
@t|{z}
¼0 time–invariant
; (34)
¼ @tni @t @
~L
@ @tn
i
 þ @j @ ~L
@ @jn
i
  @ ~L
@ni
0
@
1
A
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
¼perturbed EOM; hence 0
@j @tni @
~L
@ @jn
i
 0@
1
A; (35)
¼ @j @tni @
~L
@ @jn
i
 0@
1
A: (36)
This Lagrangian perturbational energy scalar @tn
i @ ~L
@ @tn
ið Þ  ~L can easily be computed from the expressions given in our previ-
ous paper,1 Section 3.3. We simply state the end result here as
@tn
i @ ~L
@ @tn
i
  ~L ¼ q@tn  vþ dn
dt
 
 1
2
q vþ dn
dt
 2
þ Tji@jni þ niq@iUþ
q
2
Uint þ qUext þ qe
þ 1
2
Vjlik@jn
i@ln
k þ qninj@i@jUþ qni@idUint;n
 
; (37)
where we must recall the notation Tji for the usual ideal
MHD stress tensor, i.e.
T ¼ BB
l0
 pþ B
2
2l0
 !
I^; (38)
along with the operator Vjlik that enters the G expression written
as qG½n ¼ @j½Vjlik@lnk  qðn  rÞrU qrdUint;n, namely
Vjlik ¼ q
@p
@q
 
s
 pþ B
2
2l0
 !
djid
l
k þ pþ
B2
2l0
 !
dlid
j
k
þ 1
l0
BjBldik  djiBkBl  dlkBiBj
 
: (39)
We thus see that the Lagrangian perturbational energy scalar
(37) has three contributions
• A term E0 that is zeroth order in n: this is the integral of
the Lagrangian density qv2=2 qUint=2 qUext  qe of
the unperturbed flow (i.e., the stationary equilibrium
state), which is separately conserved because this
Lagrangian density is time-independent.
• A term that is first order in n, which vanishes, as we will
show. Indeed, the first order contribution is
E1 ¼
ð
qv  @tn dn
dt
	 

þ Tji@jni þ niq@iU
 
dV (40)
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¼
ð
ðqv  ½ðv  rÞn þ Tji@jni þ niq@iUÞdV (41)
¼
ð
ðqvivj@jni þ Tji@jni þ niq@iUÞdV (42)
¼
ð
ni @jðqvjÞ|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
¼0 mass conservation
viþqvj@jvi@jTjiþq@iU
" #
dV (43)
¼
ð
ni ðqvj@jvi  @jTji þ q@iUÞ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
¼equilibriumEOM; hence 0
dV: (44)
Note that we performed an integration by parts and
assumed the boundary terms to yield no contributions.
• A second order energy contribution given by:
E2 ¼
ð
q @tn  dn
dt
 1
2
dn
dt
 2 !
þ 1
2
Vjlik@jn
i@ln
k þ q 1
2
ninj@i@jUþ 1
2
qni@idUint;n
" #
dV
¼ 1
2
ð
q @tnð Þ2  v  rð Þn
 2 þ Vjlik@jni@lnk þ qninj@i@jUþ qni@idUint;nh idV: (45)
So we have proven
The first order Lagrangian perturbational energy E1
from Eq. (40) of an ideal stationary flow vanishes for solu-
tions of the perturbed equation of motion (7). This also
means that the second-order energy perturbation E2 from
Eq. (45) is separately conserved.
IV. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR AXIALLY
SYMMETRIC, ROTATING, IDEAL MHD EQUILIBRIA
In this section, we will now use the expressions presented
so far and apply them to derive and generalize variational
principles that apply specifically to axisymmetric, rotating sta-
tionary equilibria. Hence, we here consider perturbations
about time-independent (@t ¼ 0), axisymmetric (@u ¼ 0) sol-
utions to the full set of Eq. (1) with only a toroidal flow
v ¼ rXðr; zÞu^. In this section, we will additionally assume
that the perturbations are also axisymmetric. Thus, we look at
equilibria where ðqðr; zÞ; pðr; zÞ; v ¼ rXðr; zÞu^;Bðr; zÞÞ, with
perturbations that are axially symmetric nðr; z; tÞ ¼ nrðr; z; tÞr^
þnuðr; z; tÞu^þ nzðr; z; tÞz^. Indeed, we then can write ½v  rv
¼ rX2r^, and the inertial term as expressed in Eq. (17) can
be written more specifically (recalling a general result from
our previous paper in the first equality) as
d
dv
dt
 
¼ d
2n
dt2
 n  rð Þ dv
dt
¼ @2t n2X @tnur^  @tnru^
 |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
2 vrð Þ@tn
þ r^r n  rð ÞX2: (46)
We can also use the u-invariance for n and B to calculate the
prevailing expression for the magnetic field perturbation, writ-
ing B ¼ Bp þ Buu^ in its poloidal and toroidal part, to get
dB ¼ r n Bð Þ ¼ 1
r
r r nzBr  nrBzð Þð Þ  u^
þrr  nuBp  npBu
r
 
u^: (47)
Another useful expression is what remains of the azimuthal
component of the Frieman-Rotenberg system for such
equilibria and axisymmetric perturbations. Two cases can be
distinguished, depending on the equilibrium magnetic field
topology.
Case Bp ¼ 0, or purely toroidal field.
When there is no poloidal field Bp ¼ 0, we can observe
from Eq. (47) that we may write dBu ¼ rr  ðnpBur Þ. We fur-
ther obtain the azimuthal component of the perturbed EOM
from perturbing the total equation for azimuthal motion in
axisymmetric systems. This total equation writes generally as
q
dv
dt
 
u
¼ 1
rl0
Bp  rð Þ rBuð Þ: (48)
Under axisymmetric perturbations, the flow remains axisym-
metric and we can perturb the individual terms and factors in
this equation. When Bp ¼ 0, the linear contribution on the
RHS becomes
d
1
rl0
Bp  rð Þ rBuð Þ ¼ 1
rl0
dBp  rð Þ rBuð Þ: (49)
However, from Eq. (47), we note that in this case dBp ¼ 0.
All that remains is the perturbation of the LHS, which we
find from Eq. (46) to reduce to
0 ¼ d q dv
dt
 	 

u
¼ dq v  r½ vð Þu þ q d
dv
dt
 
u
¼ q d dv
dt
 
u
¼ q @2t nu þ 2X@tnr
 
: (50)
Case Bu ¼ 0, or purely poloidal field.
For the case where the toroidal field vanishes Bu ¼ 0,
the perturbation of the RHS of Eq. (48) writes to
d
1
rl0
Bp  rð Þ rBuð Þ ¼ 1
rl0
Bp  rð Þ rdBuð Þ: (51)
Now
dBu ¼ ½ðB  rÞnu  ½ðr  nÞBu|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
¼0
½ðn  rÞBu (52)
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¼ Bp  rð Þnu 
1
r
nuBr ¼ r Bp  rð Þ
nu
r
 
: (53)
Inserting this expression into the linearized Lorentz force
from Eq. (51), together with the inertial term, allows us to
write the azimuthal component of the perturbed EOM as
q @2t nu þ 2X@tnr
h i
¼ 1
l0r
Bp  rð Þ r2 Bp  rð Þ
nu
r
 	 

: (54)
These two cases are of relevance for the following two
variational principles. The first one can be found in the book
by Tassoul12 (pp. 137–141), where it was discussed for axi-
symmetric oscillations of non-magnetized stars, as investi-
gated by a large number of researchers.5,13,14 Here, it is
generalized to include azimuthal magnetic fields.
Theorem 2. Let ðqðr; zÞ; pðr; zÞ;Xðr; zÞ;Buðr; zÞÞ be an
axisymmetric rotating system with only a toroidal magnetic
field and let H consist of the smooth, square integrable, two-
component functions npðr; zÞ ¼ ðnrðr; zÞ; nzðr; zÞÞ of (an open
subset) ofRþ R with inner product
hgp; npi ¼
ð
gpðr; zÞ  npðr; zÞqðr; zÞ dV
¼ 2p
ð1
0
r dr
ðþ1
1
dz qðr; zÞgpðr; zÞ  npðr; zÞ; (55)
and let L be the following symmetric operator
L n½  ¼ F n½ r  4X2nr
 
r^ þF n½ zz^
¼ d rP
q
þrUþ B
2
u
rl0q
r^
 !
 r^ 1
r3
np  r
 
r4X2ð Þ;
(56)
where P ¼ pþ B2u
2l0
is the total pressure, for dq, dp, dU the
usual expressions apply and dBu ¼ rr  npBur
 
. Then, the
poloidal motion of axisymmetric perturbations is described
by the dynamical system
@2t np ¼ L½np þ f ðr; zÞr^;
where f(r, z) is any smooth, square integrable function. The
results of our general theorem stated in Section II C apply
for this dynamical system under the identification ~S ¼ L;
~A ¼ 0 and aþ b ¼ ðf ðr; zÞ; 0Þ.
Proof. We first note it is a matter of algebra to transform
the expression
 v  rð Þ2nþ n  rð Þ v  r½ vð Þ  4X2nr r^
¼ r^ np  r
 
rX2ð Þ þ 3X2nr
h i
¼ r^ 1
r3
np  r
 
r4X2ð Þ:
(57)
Similarly, one can write
ðv  rÞ2nþ ðn  rÞð½v  rvÞ ¼ r^rðn  rÞX2: (58)
Clearly, we have to elaborate again on
d
dv
dt
 
¼ d rp
q
þrU 1
l0q
r Bð Þ  B
 
: (59)
The Lorentz force is in this special case
r Bð Þ  B ¼  1
2
r B2u
 
 B
2
u
r
r^: (60)
Noting again that the magnetic field after axisymmetric per-
turbation remains azimuthal, we now write out all three com-
ponents of the perturbed EOM as (see Eq. (50))
@2t nr  2X@tnu ¼ d
@rP
q
þ @rUþ
B2u
rl0q
 !
 r n  rð ÞX2
@2t nu þ 2X@tnr ¼ 0 ¼ F n½ ð Þu
@2t nz ¼ d
@zP
q
þ @zU
 
¼ F n½ ð Þz:
8>>>><
>>>>:
(61)
We can integrate the azimuthal equation with respect to t to
obtain
@tnu þ 2Xnr ¼
f z; rð Þ
2X
; (62)
for some arbitrary smooth, square integrable function f.
Plugging into the poloidal equations we finally get
@2t nr ¼ ðF½nÞr þ 2X@tnu
¼ ðF½nÞr  4X2nr þ f ¼ ðL½nÞr þ f ; (63)
@2t nz ¼ ðF½nÞz ¼ ðL½nÞz: (64)
We still have to prove that L is symmetric. For this, it is
enough to show that hn; L½ni is real for any n, but
hn; L½ni ¼
ð
dVqðnr ðF½nÞr þ nz ðF½nÞz  4X2jnrj2Þ
¼
ð
dVqðnr ðF½nÞr þ nuðF½nÞu
þ nz ðF½nÞz  4X2jnrj2Þ; ð65Þ
for any square integrable and smooth nuðr; zÞ (and obviously
ðF½nÞu ¼ 0). The last expression is real by the symmetry of
the force operatorF. 
Note that the above variational principle can be used to
investigate the Rayleigh criterion (first noted for inviscid
incompressible fluids), generalized to the Solberg criterion
for a rotating unmagnetized homentropic (i.e., constant
entropy) star.12 The hydrodynamic case was first discussed
by Lebovitz15 and can be used to derive the Solberg-Høiland
criteria. The above principle for axisymmetric perturbations
of an axisymmetric, differentially rotating and (self-)gravi-
tating body here includes toroidal magnetic field in the equi-
librium, and there is no restrictive assumption made on the
actual strength of the equilibrium magnetic field. This means
that we can connect stability results where we vary the
plasma beta values (ratio of gas to magnetic pressure) in the
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equilibrium configuration, or more generally the relative
strength of rotational, gravitational, pressure-related, or mag-
netic effects. Early work16 showed how weak axisymmetric
toroidal fields can be sufficient to render stars unstable to
axisymmetric modes.
A second theorem covers the case of rotational equilib-
ria with only a poloidal magnetic field. It is related to an
analysis made for non-self gravitating, axisymmetric, com-
pressible, differentially rotating fluids with a poloidal mag-
netic field.17 Here, we also allow self-gravity and formulate
its (in)stability property differently.
Theorem 3. Assume ðq; p;X;BpÞ is an axially symmet-
ric rotating ideal MHD equilibrium that lacks a toroidal
magnetic field. Suppose that we can find an axisymmetric
perturbation gðrÞ for which
hg;F½gi ¼ E > 0: (66)
Then, the perturbation nðr; tÞ with initial conditions
nðr; 0Þ ¼ gðrÞ and @n@t r; 0Þ ¼ 0ð is unstable in the sense that
Re½hn; @tni  2hnu; @tnui  2hnu;Xnri
 2Rehnu;Xnrit¼0 þ Et: (67)
Proof. An important aspect in the subsequent calculation
is the conservation of energy for this perturbation, related to
statement (1) in the general theorem presented in Section
II C. Indeed, this proved the constancy of
En ¼ E ¼  @n
@t
;
@n
@t
 
þ hn;F n½ i: (68)
To prove Eq. (67), we embark on a term by term calculation,
multiplying them all by 2 for convenience and adding them
later. The time derivative of the first term gives
d
dt
2Rehn; @tni ¼ d
dt
hn; @tni þ h@tn; ni½ 
¼ 2h@tn; @tni þ 2hn;F n½ i
 4Rehn; v  rð Þ@tni
¼ 4h@tn; @tni þ 2Eþ 4Rehnr;X@tnui
 4Rehnu;X@tnri; (69)
where we used that F½n ¼ @2t nþ 2v  r@tn, the symmetry
properties of F and antisymmetry of v  r, along with con-
servation of energy and the fact that the Coriolis term can be
obtained as
hn; ðv  rÞ@tni
¼
ð
dVq½nr r^ þ nuu^ þ nz z^  X½@tnur^ þ @tnru^
¼
ð
dVqX½nr@tnu þ nu@tnr
¼ hnu;X@tnri  hnr;X@tnui: (70)
The time derivative for the third term of Eq. (67) can be
computed to become
 d
dt
4Rehnu;Xnri ¼
d
dt
2 hnu;Xnriþ hXnr;nui
 
¼4Rehnu;X@tnri 4Rehnr;X@tnui: (71)
Adding with the last two terms of (69), we see that a
term 8Rehnu;X@tnri remains. We now use (54) to get
8Rehnu;X@tnri ¼ 4Rehnu; 2X@tnri (72)
¼ 4Re
ð
dVnu q@
2
t nu 
1
l0r
Bp  rð Þ
	
 r2 Bp  rð Þ
nu
r
 	 


(73)
¼ 4Re
ð
dV qnu@
2
t nu þ
r2
l0
Bp  r nur
 2
" #
(74)
¼4Rehnu;@2t nuiþ4
ð
dV
r2
l0
Bp r nur
 2:
(75)
In this derivation, an integration by parts is performed, where
boundary contributions proportional to rnu vanish. The last
term to calculate is
 d
dt
4Rehnu; @tnui ¼ 
d
dt
2 hnu; @tnui þ h@tnu; nui
 
¼ 4h@tnu; @tnui  4Rehnu; @2t nui:
(76)
Putting everything together we see that the hnu; @2t nui-terms
cancel to get
d
dt
2Rehn; @tni  4Rehnu; @tnui  4Rehnu;Xnri
 
(77)
¼ 2Eþ 4h@tn; @tni  4h@tnu; @tnui
þ 4
ð
dV
r2
l0
Bp  r nur
 2 (78)
 2E: (79)
Integrating with respect to t yields the desired result, where
only the t¼ 0 contribution from hnu;Xnri remains due to the
initial condition choice where @tn ¼ 0. 
The above principle is again general for axisymmetric
perturbations about an axisymmetric, (differentially) rotat-
ing, gravitationally stratified configuration with a purely
poloidal field, and these ingredients are known to suffice for
the development of, e.g., magnetorotational instabilities
(MRI).18–20 Previously,17 necessary and sufficient conditions
for stability were derived for special cases (e.g., adopting a
weak magnetic field, or for a potential, i.e., current-free,
equilibrium magnetic field), along with statements on field
strengths needed to stabilize the MRI. The theorems above
also apply to axisymmetric perturbations in 1D, cylindrical
accretion disk models, if one considers either purely toroidal
(i.e., azimuthal) field (Theorem 2) or purely poloidal (i.e.,
axial) magnetic field (Theorem 3). Note that they do not
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make a requirement on the strength of the magnetic field a
priori, and previous work21,22 has already highlighted the
role of up to equipartition magnetic fields, in a mixture of
both poloidal and toroidal fields, and their effect on axisym-
metric perturbations.
V. DIAGONALIZING THE PERTURBATIONAL ENERGY
In this section, we derive an expression for the “energy”
related quantity given by hn;F½ni, where we consider the
general case of an arbitrary stationary MHD equilibrium and
any type of perturbation obeying the perturbed EOM from Eq.
(17). To start in general, we repeat this perturbed EOM here as
d
dv
dt
 
¼ d
2n
dt2
 n  rð Þ dv
dt
¼ @2t nþ 2 v  rð Þ@tnþ v  rð Þ2n n  rð Þ v  r½ vð Þ
(80)
¼ drp
q
rdUþ d 1
q
Fm
 
¼  1
q
rdp|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
I
þ dq
q2
rp|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
III
rdU dq
q2
Fm|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
II
þ 1
q
dFm (81)
¼F½n þ ðv  rÞ2n ðn  rÞð½v  rvÞ; (82)
where Fm is the Lorentz force. We can already remark here
that although originally U ¼ Uext þ Uint, clearly dU only has
a contribution from internal gravity, which we denoted con-
sistently with dUint;n in earlier expressions. Since this is the
only one that matters in the following algebra, we from here
on understand dU  dUint;n. Now we take the dot product of
this equation with qn, integrate over the entire plasma vol-
ume and finalize by taking the real part, noting that hn;F½ni
is real anyway.
We will consider (minus) the term containing the per-
turbed pressure, i.e., term I
Re
ð
V
n  rdpdV
¼ Re
ð
V
r  nð ÞdpdV ¼ Re
ð
V
1
cp
dp þ n  rpð ÞdpdV
(83)
¼ Re
ð
V
jdpj2
cp
þ 1
cp
n  rpð Þ n  rp cp r  nð Þð Þ
" #
dV
(84)
¼
ð
V
jdpj2
cp
Re n rpð Þ n rp
cp
1
q
dqþn rqð Þ
  " #
dV:
(85)
An integration by parts has been done in the first step, with no
boundary contributions under normal circumstances. All other
steps just manipulated with the expressions given in Eqns.
(11)–(15). Next we turn to (minus) term II, where we get
Re
ð
V
dq
q
n  FmdV ¼ Re
ð
V
r  nð Þ þ 1
q
n  rq
 
n  FmdV (86)
¼ Re
ð
V
 1
cp
dpþ n  rpð Þ þ n  rq
q
 
n  FmdV
¼
ð
V
1
cp
Re n  Fmð Þdp½  þ Re n  Fmð Þ n  rpcp 
n  rq
q
  	 

dV: (87)
Adding all terms coming from I, II, and III, we thus get
Re
ð
V
n  rdp dq
q
rpþ dq
q
Fm
 
dV (88)
¼
ð
V
1
cp
jdpj2 þ Re n  Fmð Þdp½ 
  þ Re n  rp Fmð Þ  n  rqq  n  rpcp
  	 

dV
¼
ð
V
1
cp
dpþ 1
2
n  Fmð Þ

2  14cp jn  Fmj2 þ Re n  rp Fmð Þ  n  rqq  n  rpcp
  " #
dV: (89)
We still have a term related to the perturbed Lorentz force, which we rework to
Re
ð
V
n  dFm½ dV ¼ Re
ð
V
n  1
l0
r dBð Þ  Bþ J dB
 	 

dV (90)
¼ Re
ð
V
 1
l0
n  Bð Þ  r  dBð Þ þ n  Jð Þ  dB
	 

dV (91)
¼ Re
ð
V
 1
l0
r n  Bð Þ  dBþ n  Jð Þ  dB
	 

dV (92)
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¼
ð
V
 1
l0
jdBj2 þ Re n  Jð Þ  dB 	 
dV (93)
¼
ð
V
 1
l0
dB l0
2
n J
 2 þ l0
4
jn Jj2
	 

dV: (94)
Finally, we manipulate the self-gravitational term to reveal that it is destabilising in all circumstancesð
V
qn  rdUdV ¼ 
ð
V
r  qnð ÞdU dV ¼
ð
V
dqdUdV ¼ 1
4pG
ð
V
r2dUdU dV (95)
¼  1
4pG
ð
V
jrdUj2dV 
ð
@V
dUrdUdS
 
(96)
¼  1
4pG
ð
V
jrdUj2dV þ
ð
@Vc
dUrdUdS
 
;
where Vc is the surrounding vacuum,
¼  1
4pG
ð
V
jrdUj2dV þ
ð
Vc
r  dUrdUð ÞdV
 
(97)
¼  1
4pG
ð
V
jrdUj2dV þ
ð
Vc
jrdUj2 þ dU r2dU|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
/dq¼0 in vacuum
 !
dV
0
@
1
A (98)
¼  1
4pG
ð
R3
jrdUj2dV: (99)
Now we collect all this to derive the expression for the energy associated with the force operator, from
ð
V
dVq n F n½ ð Þ ¼ Re
ð
V
dVq n F n½ ð Þ ¼
ð
V
dV Re qn  v  rð Þ2n
n o

dpþ 1
2
n  Fm

2
cp
 1
l0
dB l0
2
n J
 2
2
64
3
75
þ 1
4pG
ð
R3
jrdUj2 þ
ð
V
dV
1
4cp
jn  Fmj2 þ l0
4
jn Jj2
	
þ Re qn  n  rð Þ v  r½ vð Þ þ n  rp Fmð Þ
  1
cp
n  rpð Þ  1
q
n  rqð Þ
  

: (100)
This leads to the general and useful expression for the energy, namely
hn;F n½ i ¼
ð
V
dV qj v  rð Þnj2 
dpþ 1
2
n  Fm

2
cp
 1
l0
dB l0
2
n J
 2
2
64
3
75þ 1
4pG
ð
R3
jrdUj2
þ
ð
V
dV
1
4cp
jn  Fmj2 þ l0
4
jn Jj2
	 

þ
ð
V
Re qn  n  rð Þ v  r½ vð Þ þ n  rp Fmð Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
I
 ! 1
cp
n  rpð Þ  1
q
n  rqð Þ
 
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
II
8><
>:
9>=
>;
: (101)
This expression is organized such that the terms that involve @inj all appear on the first line and are in a form that tells us
whether they are always negative or positive. The other terms, those which do not depend on the spatial derivatives of n, come
in the second and third line. Moreover, the last term on the third line has a factor I, which is just @iT
i
j , or the divergence of the
ideal MHD stress tensor of the equilibrium flow. We can understand factor II better by considering its thermodynamical mean-
ing. If we define the Schwarzschild entropy from
s† r; r0ð Þ ¼ log q p rð Þ; s r
0ð Þ 
q rð Þ
 !
: (102)
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where qðrÞ ¼ qðpðrÞ; sðrÞÞ, then
r1s†
 
r; rð Þ ¼ 1
q
@q
@p
 
s
rp 1
q
rq
 !
rð Þ; (103)
where r1 indicates differentiation with respect to the first
argument of s†. This appears in term II in the form n  rs†
(dropping the subscript 1), in fact generalized from a poly-
tropic equation of state pðqÞ / qc by replacing cp by qð@p@qÞs
everywhere.
To use the general expression (101) for actual stability
criteria, it is useful to provide a bound on the energy from
self-gravitation. Since r  qnð Þ ¼ dq ¼  1
4pGr2dU, we
have
qn ¼  1
4pG
rdUþ V; (104)
where V ¼ rW is a divergenceless vector field (not
really uniquely defined). This allows us to calculate
4pG
ð
V
jqnj2dV ¼ 4pG
ð
V
1
4pG
rdU

2 þ jVj2
 !
dV  2Re
ð
V
rdU  VdV
¼ 4pG
ð
V
1
4pG
rdU

2 þ jVj2
 !
dV þ 2Re
ð
V
dU r  Vð Þ|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
¼0
dV  2
ð
@V
dUV  dS
¼ 4pG
ð
V
1
4pG
rdU

2 þ jVj2
 !
dV  2
ð
@V
dUV  dS
 1
4pG
ð
V
jrdUj2dV  2
ð
@V
dUV  dS: (105)
However, the boundary condition n  n ¼ 0 at the plasma
boundary @V says that at the boundary @V we have
V ¼ 1
4pGrdUþ Z, where n  Z ¼ 0. Therefore, the last term
now rewrites to
2
ð
@V
dUV  dS ¼  2
4pG
ð
@V
dUrdU  dS (106)
¼ 2 1
4pG
ð
@Vc
dUrdU  dS (107)
¼ 2 1
4pG
ð
Vc
r  dUrdUð ÞdV (108)
¼2 1
4pG
ð
Vc
jrdUj2þdU r2dU|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
¼0 invacuum
 !
dV
(109)
¼ 2 1
4pG
ð
Vc
jrdUj2dV: (110)
So the gravitational energy is bounded by
0 	
ð
R3
1
4pG
jrdUj2dV
	 1
4pG
ð
V
jrdUj2dV þ 2
ð
Vc
jrdUj2dV
 
	 4pG
ð
V
jqnj2dV: (111)
In the special case of axisymmetric equilibria and axisym-
metric perturbations, we have r  ðqnÞ ¼ r  ðqnpÞ leading
similarly to
qnp ¼ 
1
4pG
rdUþ V0; (112)
for some different vector-field V0. The whole line of reason-
ing can then be repeated for qnp to conclude finally that
0 	
ð
R3
1
4pG
jrdUj2dV 	 4pG
ð
V
dVjqnpj2: (113)
Using this bound for the gravitational energy, we can esti-
mate the total energy (101) as
hn;F n½ i 	
ð
V
dV qj v  rð Þnj2  jdp
0j2
cp
 1
l0
jdB0j2 þ 4pGjqnj2
" #
þ
ð
V
dV
1
4cp
jn  Fmj2 þ l0
4
jn Jj2 þ Re qn  n  rð Þ v  r½ vð Þ þ n  rp Fmð Þ
 
n  rs†
n o	 

; (114)
where the term 4pGjqnj2 can be replaced by 4pGjqnpj2 if n is axisymmetric. In this expression, we introduced shorthand nota-
tions dp0 ¼ dpþ 1
2
n  Fm and dB0 ¼ dB l02 n J.
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VI. STABILITY THEORY
In this section, we will use the general expressions for
the energy-related hn;F½ni given in Eq. (101), and its
bound as stated in Eq. (114), for revisiting and generalizing
several known stability results for static equilibria.
A. Static hydrodynamic equilibria
In its simplest limit, we adopt a static hydro equilibrium
where (self-)gravity is balanced by pressure gradients. As
B ¼ 0 ¼ v, we find that dB0 ¼ 0 automatically, so we only
have to mitigate the stabilizing effect of the dp0-term. The
general expression reduces in this unmagnetized, static limit
to
hn;F n½ i ¼ 
ð
V
dV
jdpj2
cp
 Re n  rpð Þ n  rs†
 " #
þ 1
4pG
ð
R3
jrdUj2: (115)
We can introduce generally for some unit vector z^, the
(squared) Brunt-V€ais€al€aa frequency in that direction from
N2z ¼ 
1
q
z^  rpð Þ z^  rs†ð Þ: (116)
In the case of purely external gravity, we have dU ¼ 0, and
the only destabilizing effect is entirely related to this term.
We can conclude generally that in a static, unmagnetized
equilibrium that is stable, the Schwarzschild entropy s†ðr; r0Þ
always decreases as a function of r in directions where the
pressure increases. Instability results from regions and direc-
tions with negative N2z , occurring when rp and rs† are not
precisely antiparallel. Note that this obviously connects to
well-known convective-gravitational instability criteria, such
as the Schwarzschild criterion for convective instability. It is
to be noted that these are usually presented for specific 1D
static equilibria (assuming spherical symmetry for stellar
interiors, or considering a planar gravitationally stratified
slab or atmosphere).
B. Static MHD equilibria
In static MHD, we can consult the energy given by
(114) to get the following. Let ðq; p;BÞ be a static ideal
MHD solution. It is stable in the sense that hn;F½ni 	 0 for
all Lagrangian perturbation n if23 8r and 8e 2 R3
4pG qeð Þ2 þ 1
4cp
e  Fmð Þ2 þ l0
4
e Jð Þ2
þ e  rp Fmð Þð Þ e  rs†ð Þ 	 0: (117)
This “would-be” stability theorem is actually only applicable
whenever a current-free (J ¼ 0) equilibrium is around and
when we take G¼ 0 (i.e., we neglect self-gravitation). In this
case, the stability criterion reduces to the same thing as in
static hydro, namely
ðe  rpÞðe  rs†Þ 	 0: (118)
Note that this is now a general result for non-self-gravitating,
static MHD equilibria where the equilibrium magnetic field
is potential (i.e., where J ¼ 0, note that we do have dB 6¼ 0).
This means essentially that rp and rs† should be antiparal-
lel everywhere. In particular, it is clear that homogeneous
plasmas (uniform B, pressure and density) are always stable
(no longer true when self-gravity is included,1 which then
gives the Jeans instability).
The following theorem may be useful as well.
Theorem 4. Let ðq; s;BÞ be a static MHD equilibrium
and suppose that we can find a function g> 0 such that 8n 2
K :¼ ðkerFÞ? we have
ð
1
cp
jdp0j2 þ 1
l0
jdB0j2
 
dV 
ð
qgjnj2dV: (119)
Then, we conclude that for some k > 0 and 8n 2 K we have
hn;F½ni þ k2hn; ni 	 0 if the following condition is satis-
fied 8r and 8e 2 R3
qge2 þ 4pG qeð Þ2 þ 1
4cp
e  Fmð Þ2 þ l0
4
e Jð Þ2
þ e  rp Fmð Þð Þ e  rs†ð Þ þ k2qe2 	 0: (120)
The energy expression as given above has consequences
for magnetoconvection and magnetic buoyancy, where it is
often stated that bubbles rise in their environment while
adjusting the total pressure P ¼ pþ B2
2l0
to that of the envi-
ronment. If by doing so the bubble density drops faster than
the one of the environment, then it will continue to rise by
buoyancy. This however neglects magnetic tension and takes
only the isotropic part of the magnetic stress tensor into
account. The above expression suggest that if an instability
may arise it should rather be
dp0 ¼ dpþ 1
2
n  Fm 6¼ dP; (121)
which remains zero relative to the environment (i.e., the
unperturbed state).
If we consider again the general case of a static, ideal
MHD equilibrium where v ¼ 0 and the equilibrium obeys
rp Fm ¼ qrU, several well-known facts can be read
off from the remaining expression
hn;F n½ i ¼
ð
V
dV  jdp0j
2
cp
 1
l0
jdB0j2
" #
þ 1
4pG
ð
R3
jrdUj2þ
ð
V
dV
1
4cp
jn  Fmj2
	
þ l0
4
jn Jj2þRe qn  rUð Þn  rs†
 i
:
(122)
The expression shows that gravity, pressure gradients, and
current density can act destabilizing, a well-known result.
When gravity is neglected (both self-gravity and external
gravity), we have rp ¼ Fm in the equilibrium and only two
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terms can cause instabilities. Many results have originally
been investigated for 1D cylindrical equilibria of this kind,
or for axially symmetric equilibria where the equilibrium
balance between pressure gradient and Lorentz force gives
the Grad-Shrafranov equation used to describe static toka-
mak equilibria. In fact, textbooks24 emphasize a different
means of writing the expression (122), which is manipulated
into the general form
hn;F n½ i ¼
ð
V
dV cpjr  nj2  1
l0
jdBj2 n  rpð Þr  n þ n  rUð Þr  qnð Þ  J  n  dBð Þ

þr  n n  rð Þpþ n  Bð Þ  dBþ cp r  nð Þn ;
where we allowed for external gravity only, i.e., equilibria
rp Fm ¼ qrU. This way of writing emphasizes the sta-
bilizing role played by energy needed for compression (acous-
tic term) and in magnetic energy on the first line, and has all
potential destabilizing effects due to pressure gradients, exter-
nal gravity, and currents on the second line. The third line is
reorganized to a divergence term, which will give no contribu-
tion after application of the Gauss theorem, when the plasma
obeys the standard boundary conditions n  B ¼ 0; n  n ¼ 0,
making n  B k n such that n  ½ðn  BÞ  dB ¼ 0. We
note that the equivalent expression (122) has a nice interpreta-
tion for pure Grad-Shafranov equilibria (i.e., axially symmet-
ric balances of rp ¼ Fm). Indeed, then equilibrium fieldlines
with tangent vectors B and J live on nested flux surfaces (tori
for tokamaks) that are the isosurfaces of pressure, thus defin-
ing three directions of interest: the normal to the flux surfaces
(direction of rp ¼ Fm), as well as B and J that span the tan-
gent plane to the toroidal flux surfaces. Perturbations that are
purely in this plane make n  Fm vanish, but can still be desta-
bilizing from misalignment with the local current J direction.
Perturbations n purely aligned with the current J are still
orthogonal to Fm and suffer no destabilizing effect at all. In
fact, the pure force-free limit (where there is no pressure but
only Fm ¼ 0 defines the equilibrium) has only destabilization
from misaligned n and J.
VII. SUFFICIENT CRITERIA FOR STABILITY
OFAXISYMMETRIC, STATIONARY MHD
CONFIGURATIONS
Here, we will consider the special case of axisymmetric,
stationary MHD configurations. It is well known that for an
axially symmetric, flowing MHD stationary state, the poloi-
dal parts of v and B are perfectly aligned
qvp ¼ kBp; (123)
where the function k(r, z) is called the mass-loading. We
may then define a “non-aligned rotation frequency” X0ðr; zÞ
(note that the prime does not mean a derivative with respect
to time, but is just a label to distinguish it from X related to
vu ¼ rX) as follows:
qv ¼ kBþ qrX0u^: (124)
A. Perturbations with arbitrarym
By linearity, it is enough to investigate the stability of
perturbations with definite angular wavenumbers m
nðr;u; zÞ ¼ ðgrðr; zÞr^ þ guðr; zÞu^ þ gzðr; zÞz^Þ expðimuÞ
¼: gðr; zÞ expðimuÞ;
(125)
and where we suppose that g is a real function (again no
restriction).
Then, the upper bound on the energy (114) becomes
(using the finding of Eq. (113))
hn;F½ni (126)
	
ð
V
dV qj v  rð Þnj2  jdp
0
nj2
cp
 1
l0
jdB0nj2 þ 4pGq2 jnj2  dm0 jnuj2
 " #
þ
ð
V
dV
1
4cp
jg  Fmj2 þ l0
4
jg Jj2 þ qg  g  rð Þ v  rð Þv þ g  rp Fmð Þð Þ g  rs† 	 
: (127)
The first part of our program will now be to separate contri-
butions which grow as O(m) or Oðm2Þ from those which do
not depend on m. To this end, we have
ðv  rÞn ¼ ðv  rÞg|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
2R
þ iXmg|ﬄ{zﬄ}
2iR
" #
expðimuÞ: (128)
Note that we wrote X here (and not X0). Hence
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qjðv  rÞnj2 ¼ qðjðv  rÞgj2 þ m2X2jgj2Þ: (129)
Next in line, we have
dp0n ¼  cp r  nð Þ þ n  rpð Þ þ
1
2
n  Fm (130)
¼  cp im
r
gu þ r  gð Þ
 
þ g  rp
 
þ 1
2
g  Fm
	 

exp imuð Þ (131)
¼ imcp
r
gu|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
2iR
þ dp0g|{z}
2R
2
4
3
5exp imuð Þ: (132)
So we have jdp0nj2 ¼ mcpr gu
 2 þ jdp0gj2. Also we have
dB0n ¼ B  rð Þn r  nð ÞB n  rð ÞB
l0
2
n J
¼ imBu
r
gþ B  rð Þg im
r
guB r  gð ÞB g  rð ÞB
l0
2
g J
	 

exp imuð Þ
¼ im
r
Bug guB
 
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
2iR
þ dB0g|{z}
2R
2
4
3
5exp imuð Þ; (133)
hence jdB0nj2 ¼ mr Bug guB
  2 þ jdB0gj2. So, regrouping the terms of the energy a bit and noting that jnj ¼ jgj and
jnuj ¼ jguj, we get
hn;F n½ i 	
ð
V
dV q v  rð Þg
 2  dp0g 2
cp
 1
l0
dB0g
 2 þ 4pGq2 g2  dm0 g2u 
" #
þ
ð
V
dV qg  g  rð Þ v  rð Þv þ 1
4cp
jg  Fmj2 þ g  rp Fmð Þð Þ 1cp g  rpð Þ 
1
q
g  rqð Þ
 
þ l0
4
jg Jj2
	 

þm2
ð
V
dV qX2g2  cp gu
r
 2
 1
r2
Bug guB
 2" #:
(134)
As discussed before, special attention should be devoted to the destabilising term with jðv  rÞgj2. We have
qðv  rÞg ¼ kðB  rÞgþ qX0z^  g (135)
¼ kðdBg þ ðr  gÞBþ g  rBÞ þ qX0z^  g (136)
¼ k dBg  1cp dpg þ g  rpð ÞBþ g  rB
 
þ qX0z^  g; (137)
where we used (14) and (15), respectively. Manipulating still a bit further to change dBg to dB
0
g and dpg to dp
0
g as they are fea-
tured in (101) or (114), we get
q v  rð Þg ¼ k dB0g 
1
cp
dp0g 
1
2
g  Fm þ g  rp
 
Bþ l0
2
g Jþ g  rB
 !
þ qX0z^  g; (138)
where it is for the moment just important to remember that it is of the form
q v  rð Þg ¼ k dB0  1
cp
dp0B
 
þ ﬃﬃﬃqp q gð Þ; (139)
where q depends only on g and not on its spatial derivatives. This means that, when we introduce
C ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l0
p dB0g ; D ¼
Bﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cp
p
B
dp0g ; a ¼ k
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l0
q
r
; b ¼ k Bﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cpq
p ; (140)
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we can manipulate, with some algebra, the following expression
 1
q
j qv  rð Þgj2 þ 1
cp
jdp0j2 þ 1
l0
jdB0j2 ¼ C2 þ D2  aCþ bDþ qð Þ2 ¼ 1
1 a2 1 a
2ð ÞC abD aq
 2
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
I
þ 1
1 a2ð Þ 1 a2  b2
  1 a2  b2 D bB^  q 2|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
II
 q
2
1 a2|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
III
 b
2
1 a2ð Þ 1 a2  b2
  B^  q 2|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
IV
; (141)
where B^ is the unit vector along B, and it is important in this
calculation to note that it is only valid as long as 1 a2
b2 > 0 which amounts to
qcp k2 l0cpþ B2
 
qcp
> 0; (142)
requiring a low mass loading (k) as expected. Under this con-
dition, the squares I and II still contain all @jgi-terms of the
force operator and are still stabilising. So a sufficient condi-
tion for stability is for all the other terms in (114) apart from
the squares I and II to add up to a negative number. This
means we have the following general theorem:
Theorem 5. Let ðq; p; v;BÞ be an axisymmetric station-
ary ideal MHD equilibrium and let k be the mass loading
which is sufficiently small in the sense that
qcp k2ðl0cpþ B2Þ  0; (143)
and let X0 be the non-aligned rotation frequency. The equilib-
rium is stable against Lagrangian perturbations with wave-
number m (in the sense that 8n: hn;F½ni	0) if 8r;8e2R3
cp
qcp k2l0cp
ke  1
2cp
Fm rpcp þr
 
Bþ l0
k
2
e Jþ qX0z^  e
	 
2
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
I
0
B@
þ k
2B2
qcp k2 l0cpþ B2ð Þ
B^  ke  1
2cp
Fm rpcp þr
 
Bþ l0
k
2
e Jþ qX0z^  e
 	 
2
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
II
1
CA
þ4pGq2 e2  dm0 e2u
 
þ 1
4cp
je  Fmj2 þ l0
4
je Jj2|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
III
þ e  rp Fmð Þð Þe  rs†|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
IV
þ qe  e  rð Þ v  r½ v|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
V
þm2 qX2e2  cp eu
r
 2
 1
r2l0
Bue euBð Þ2
 !
	 0: (144)
This is only a sufficient condition. Note that when we have the opposite hn;F½ni > 0, this tells us a priori nothing about
the growth and time evolution of n. Translated to the words of Theorem 1, we have a nontrivial operator ~A, the coriolis-term,
which impedes us to make such claims. The above stability criterion simplifies a lot whenever the equilibrium is rotational
(k¼ 0 and X0 ¼ X, so v ¼ rXu^), when terms qX2ðz^  eÞ2 þ qe  ðe  rÞ½v  rv combine to qrere  rX2 to get
0  4pGq2 e2  dm0 e2u
 
 qrer e  rð ÞX2 þ 1
4cp
je  Fmj2 þ l0
4
je Jj2|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
I
þ e  rp Fmð Þð Þe  rs†
þm2 qX2e2  cp eu
r
 2
 1
r2l0
Bue euBð Þ2
 !
: (145)
A quick observation can be made by comparing this expression with the more general (144): if we consider axisymmetric toroi-
dal perturbations (m¼ 0, e ¼ euu^) we end up with the (positive) square underbraced by I contributing for a rotational equilib-
rium while in the more general criterion terms I, II, III, and V may all contribute. Term V may give a negative contribution. For
a rotational equilibrium however we conclude that
l0
4
je Jj2  0 can only be identically zero if J ¼ Juu^, which is equivalent to
B ¼ Bp. The opposite case of B ¼ Buu^ and J ¼ Jp can be given a special treatment by Theorem 2. All cases in between where
Bu 6¼ 0 and Bp 6¼ 0 however require some polar flow vp 6¼ 0 if we are to conclude stability from the above criteria.
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B. Discussion
Using the above result for general perturbations about
axisymmetric, stationary MHD configurations (as well as the
specific results for axisymmetric perturbations of axisym-
metric, purely rotating states with either poloidal or toroidal
magnetic field from Section IV) require the knowledge of
the equilibrium quantities ðq; p; v;BÞ. It is nontrivial to
obtain axisymmetric, stationary equilibrium solutions to the
full set of ideal MHD equations although some aspects are
worth mentioning here. A general analysis,7,25 allowing for
an external gravitational field of a central massive object of
mass M, showed how 5 arbitrary 1D functions (plus the
constant GM) of the flux function wðr; zÞ (determining
the poloidal magnetic field through Bp ¼ 1r u^ rw) enter:
the derivative of the poloidal velocity stream function, the
Bernoulli function, the entropy SðwÞ, the poloidal vorticity-
current density stream function, and minus the derivative of
the electric potential. The relation (123) can be rewritten as
vp ¼ MBp= ﬃﬃﬃqp , with M the poloidal Alfven Mach number
(M2 ¼ qv2p=B2p), and a rescaling allows to formulate the prob-
lem as a nonlinear PDE for wðr; zÞ, with an algebraic
Bernoulli equation for M2ðr; zÞ. The PDE generalizes the
Grad-Shafranov equation (i.e., an elliptic PDE for ideal axi-
symmetric MHD equilibria without flow) to cases with flow,
but unlike that static case, it can have elliptic as well as
hyperbolic flow regimes. Only in certain simplified cases,
one gets an elliptic PDE, such as when restricting attention
to incompressible flows,26 where the density is necessarily
then also a flux function qðwÞ. This special case has also
been shown26 to not allow for incompressible equilibria with
purely poloidal flows. The more general, compressible case
is amenable to a numerical approach,27 when forcing the
solution to be in one of the three possible elliptic flow
regimes. A most general analysis (albeit without external or
self-gravity) of axisymmetric MHD equilibria and their sta-
bility used a Lyapunov analysis.28 There, with isentropic
poloidal flux surfaces where entropy SðwÞ, it is shown how
stationary equilibria relate to the critical points of a nonli-
nearly conserved Lyapunov functional. That functional adds
up the total energy (or Hamiltonian H which integrates
kinetic, magnetic, and internal energy over the plasma vol-
ume) with 4 additional invariants related to mass, cross-
helicity, toroidal flux, and angular momentum. Moreover,
one can derive sufficient conditions for linear Lyapunov sta-
bility of such an axisymmetric, flowing MHD state by con-
sidering the second variation of the functional. This second
variation of the nonlinear Lyapunov functional is conserved
by the linearized dynamics, and was written as an algebraic
quadratic form involving an 8 8 matrix collecting perturba-
tions in density, velocity, magnetic field, and flux function
w. From considering the definiteness of the quadratic form,
conditions for linearized Lyapunov stability could be stated
more directly,28 such as equilibrium flow to be subsonic on
every corotating flux surface frame, only have the flow in the
first elliptic flow regime, etc. Note that we found conserva-
tion of a second-order energy perturbation in Section III,
being a quadratic expression involving n, and both results
may well relate closely. Our result from Section III is for any
general time-independent MHD state (i.e., possibly 3D, not
assuming axisymmetry).
VIII. SUMMARYAND OUTLOOK
We continued our study of linear ideal MHD stability,
involving the Frieman-Rotenberg operator G, and derived
several results of interest for stationary equilibrium configu-
rations. We formulated a general theorem on the governing
dynamical system. We made links to known results for static
and selected stationary cases (axisymmetric, rotating config-
urations). One may now use our general results to revisit sta-
bility limits obtained in simplified geometries, or how they
connect with known results of MHD stability of, e.g., astro-
physical jet or accretion disk configurations.
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APPENDIX: GENERALTHEOREM FOR
PERTURBATIONS ABOUTA STATIONARY MHD
EQUILIBRIUM
We here provide the proof of the theorem stated in
Section II C.
Proof. To establish the conservation of energy expressed
in (1), calculate
0 ¼ hx0; x00 þ 2 ~Ax0  ~Sx f i þ hx00 þ 2 ~Ax0  ~Sx f ; x0i
(A1)
¼ ðhx0; x00i þ hx00; x0iÞ  ðhx0; ~Sxi þ hx; ~Sx0iÞ  2Rehf ; x0i;
(A2)
where we used the antisymmetry of ~A, and the symmetry of
~S. This then rewrites to
0 ¼ d
dt
hx0; x0i  hx; ~Sxi  2Rehf ; xi
 
þ 2Rehf 0; xi: (A3)
One can check furthermore that (formally)
d
dt
2Re
X1
n¼1
1ð Þnhf nð Þ; x nð Þi
" #
¼ 2Re
X1
n¼1
1ð Þn hf nþ1ð Þ; x nð Þi þ hf nð Þ; x nþ1ð Þi
 
¼ 2Rehf 0; xi:
(A4)
Combining all these results yields the expression for the con-
served energy.
This energy conservation (1) immediately yields (2). To
prove (3), note that the energy is for such ~S bounded from
below as follows:
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Ey ¼ jjy0jj2  hy; ~Syi  2Rehf ; yi
 jjy0jj2 þ k2jjyjj2  2jjf jj jjyjj; (A5)
where we also used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Combining this with ðk2jjyjj  jjf jjÞ2  0 leading to
k2jjyjj2  2jjf jjjjyjj   jjf jj
2
k2
; (A6)
we can deduce the first bound stated in (3), namely,
jjy0jj2 	 Ey þ jjf jj
2
k2
. The second statement is found when using
jjy0jj2  0 to write Ey  k2jjyjj2  2jjf jjjjyjj and rewriting
this quadratic in jjyjj to
0  k2 jjyjj 
jjf jj þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jjf jj2 þ k2Ey
q
k2
0
@
1
A
 jjyjj 
jjf jj 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jjf jj2 þ k2Ey
q
k2
0
@
1
A
; (A7)
to deduce jjyjj 	 jjf jjþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jjf jj2þk2Ey
p
k2
.
To show (4), take y(t) to be the solution of (24) with
yð0Þ ¼ x and y0ð0Þ ¼ cx and define IðtÞ :¼ log hyðtÞ;yðtÞihyð0Þ;yð0Þi
 
.
One should first note that this solution has zero energy, i.e.,
8t
Ey ¼ hy0ðtÞ; y0ðtÞi  hyðtÞ; ~SyðtÞi
¼ hy0ð0Þ; y0ð0Þi  hyð0Þ; ~Syð0Þi ¼ 0: (A8)
Also
Ið0Þ ¼ 0: (A9)
Next, we have
I0 tð Þ ¼ hy tð Þ; y
0 tð Þi þ hy0 tð Þ; y tð Þi
hy tð Þ; y tð Þi : (A10)
So in particular, I0ð0Þ ¼ 2c. Next, we have
I00 tð Þ ¼ hy
00 tð Þ; y tð Þi þ 2hy0 tð Þ; y0 tð Þi þ hy tð Þ; y00 tð Þi hy tð Þ; y tð Þi  hy tð Þ; y0 tð Þi þ hy0 tð Þ; y tð Þi 2
hy tð Þ; y tð Þi2
¼ 2hy tð Þ;
~Sy tð Þi þ 2hy0 tð Þ; y0 tð Þi
 
hy tð Þ; y tð Þi  hy tð Þ; y0 tð Þi þ hy0 tð Þ; y tð Þi 2
hy tð Þ; y tð Þi2
¼ 4hy
0 tð Þ; y0 tð Þihy tð Þ; y tð Þi  hy tð Þ; y0 tð Þi þ hy0 tð Þ; y tð Þi 2
hy tð Þ; y tð Þi2  0; (A11)
where the last step is a consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality. Hence
I0ðtÞ  I0ð0Þ ¼ 2c; (A12)
IðtÞ  Ið0Þ þ 2ct ¼ 2ct: (A13)
So
hyðtÞ;yðtÞi
hyð0Þ;yð0Þi  expð2ctÞ. Also, by (A12), we have
4c2hyðtÞ; yðtÞi2 	 ðhyðtÞ; y0ðtÞi þ hy0ðtÞ; yðtÞiÞ2 (A14)
	 4hyðtÞ; yðtÞihy0ðtÞ; y0ðtÞi: (A15)
Hence
hy0ðtÞ; y0ðtÞi  c2hyðtÞ; yðtÞi (A16)
 c2hyð0Þ; yð0Þi expð2ctÞ: (A17)
Now we prove (5). In this case, only a symmetric operator
~S : H ! H is involved, and we first prove generally
that for any symmetric ~S, its kernel is orthogonal to its
range, i.e., ker ~S ¼ ðRan ~SÞ?. Indeed, take x 2 ker ~S (i.e.,
~Sx ¼ 0) and any y 2 Ran ~S, for which exists z such
that y ¼ ~Sz. Then, hx; yi ¼ hx; ~Szi ¼ h~Sx; zi ¼ 0, hence
x 2 ðRan ~SÞ?. Conversely, take x 2 ðRan ~SÞ? and take any
y2Ran ~S;y¼ ~Sz. Then, 0¼hx;yi¼hx; ~Szi¼h~Sx;zi where z is
arbitrary. Hence, ~Sx¼0 and x2ker ~S. This finalizes the
proof of ker~S¼ðRan ~SÞ?.
Now we prove that the spectrum r of the dynamical sys-
tem x00ðtÞ ¼ ~SxðtÞ is found purely on the axes of the complex
plane. Suppose k 2 r, writing l :¼ k2, we need to prove that
l 2 R. Suppose Im l 6¼ 0, then we will come to a contradic-
tion when we show that lI  ~S has dense range and a
bounded inverse (i.e., k belongs to the complement of r). To
show injectivity of lI  ~S and boundedness of its inverse,
we can write for any unit vector x
0 < ðIm lÞ2 	 jjIm l xjj2 þ jjðRe l I  ~SÞxjj2
¼ jjðlI  ~SÞxjj2; (A18)
which shows that the kernel of ðlI  ~SÞ is trivial, as all unit
vectors have an image with a strictly positive norm. This
implies that the mapping through ðlI  ~SÞ is injective: two
unequal vectors y, z with the same image would give a unit
vector ðy zÞ=jjy zjj in kerðlI  ~SÞ. The bounded inverse
theorem then ensures existence and boundedness of the
inverse. Using the finding that ker~S ¼ ðRan ~SÞ? for any sym-
metric operator (here used on lI  ~S) and the standard result
(valid in any inner product space) that for subspaces K
H
we have ðK?Þ?¼K , we write
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RanðlI  ~SÞ ¼ ððRanðlI  ~SÞÞ?Þ? ¼ ðkerðlI  ~SÞÞ?
¼ f0g? ¼ H;
(A19)
showing that the range of lI  ~S is indeed dense.
To show (6), we silently assume uniqueness of solutions
associated with particular initial conditions. We can generally
consider the solution x(t) to have the initial condition xð0Þ
¼ r þ v; x0ð0Þ ¼ sþ w where r; s 2 ker ~S and v;w? ker ~S.
Let z(t) solve z00ðtÞ ¼ ~SzðtÞ þ b with the initial conditions
zð0Þ ¼ v and z0ð0Þ ¼ w. We show that 8t: zðtÞ?ker ~S. Choose
arbitrary c 2 ker ~S and define PðtÞ ¼ hc; zðtÞi, then by the ini-
tial conditions Pð0Þ ¼ P0ð0Þ ¼ 0. Moreover
d2
dt2
P tð Þ ¼ hc; ~Sz tð Þ þ bi ¼ h~Sc; z tð Þi|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
¼0
þ hc; bi|ﬄ{zﬄ}
¼0
¼ 0: (A20)
Hence, P  0 meaning that zðtÞ?ker ~S as c was arbitrary.
One can easily check that xðtÞ ¼ r þ stþ at2
2
þ zðtÞ is then
indeed a full solution to (24), as we note that ~SxðtÞ
¼ ~S½rþ stþ at2=2þ zðtÞ ¼ ~SzðtÞ since r; s;a 2 ker ~S. Finally,
jjxðtÞjj2 ¼ hxðtÞ; xðtÞi ¼ hðr þ st þ at2
2
Þ þ zðtÞ; ðr þ st þ at2
2
Þ
þ zðtÞi ¼ jjr þ st þ at2
2
jj2 þ jjzðtÞjj2 since zðtÞ ? ker ~S. 
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